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Event Information 
 
 

Schedule 
 

Registration: 8:00 to 9:00 AM 
Stations Open: 9:00 AM 

Lunch: 11:45 AM - 12:30 PM 
Stations Close: 2:45 PM 

Sled Race Finals: 3:00 PM 
Closing Festivities: 3:45 PM 

 
General Information 

 
• Emergency First Aid is located at Iditarod HQ (Stone Building near parking Lot #1) 
• Klondike HQ will be heated by fireplace and will be open for anyone needing to warm-up 
• Hot Chocolate and Coffee will be available all day at Klondike HQ. ALL Participants MUST 

bring their own mug (Cups will not be provided, FDR is a carry in/carry out Park) 
• Snacks will be served to all participants after the sled races and closing ceremonies 
• Trophies will be awarded to the top three patrols for skills stations and the top three patrols 

in both race classes (wheels and without wheels) 
 

Rules & Scoring 
 
• Participant conduct and sportsmanship will be based on the Boy Scout Oath and Law 
 Scout spirit and teamwork will be taken into consideration when scoring a patrol 

• Scoring will be on a 10 point basis per station for a total of 100 potential points 
 Check-in is considered a station (10 potential points) 
 Patrols are to participate in an additional 9 of the 10 skill stations (90 potential points) 

• The goals of our Iditarods are to give our scouts the opportunity to interact with scouts 
from other troops, to test our scout skills, and most of all, to have FUN!!! 

• Scouts may use the Boy Scout Handbook as a reference 
• Points will be deducted from patrol’s points if they are not prepared with necessary 

equipment for that station 
• Points will be deducted if the adults who may accompany patrols coach the patrols 
• Patrol scores shall be recorded by the station “Mayor” on the station score sheet, and the 

decision of the station “Mayor” is FINAL 
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Equipment 
 

Sled Equipment List 
 
 Patrol flag 
 Iditarod sled (with or without wheels) 
 Fire-building materials (homemade fire-starters are permitted, chemical ones are not) 
 4 six-foot long poles 
 6 ten- foot long lengths of rope 
 Tarp or blanket for travois 
 Patrol first aid kit, including triangular bandages, compresses and splint materials 
 Lunch for Troop and Sled Patrol 
 Compass 
 Small shovel 
 Hand ax 
 File to sharpen ax 
 Pencil, paper and clipboard 
 Compass 
 Boy Scout Handbook 
 

Personal Equipment 
 
 Dress in layers and prepared for the Winter weather, avoid cotton 
 Winter footgear, NO sneakers 
 Raingear or waterproof outer layer 
 Daypack 
 Canteen/bottle of water 
 Lunch 
 Extra socks 
 Mug for hot chocolate 
 Mess kit for lunch and snacks 
 Garbage bag (FDR Park is a carry in /carry out park) 
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Station Information 
 

 Check in & Inspections: Panther Peak 
 
Check-in, Registration and Inspection: Prior to a long trek in the high peaks, you must make 
sure you are well prepared for the adventure you are about to undertake. Since this is the start 
and the end of your trek, please present yourself ready for today's tasks. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Sled contains all of the equipment requested for use in the Iditarod 
 Equipment is properly secured to prevent it from falling off during the day's travels 
 
 

 Station 1: Gothics 
 
First Aid: When alone in the high peak in Winter, you must be prepared to deal with a wide 
variety of accidents or emergencies that require good first aid skills. At this station, your patrol 
must be able to complete the required first aid to correctly meet the needs of the victim. Work 
quickly and carefully to make sure the victim gets the best possible care. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Preparation - The proper materials were available on the sled to provide all required basic 

first aid support  
 Knowledge - The patrol was able to correctly identify the proper first aid for the situations 

at this station 
 Quality - The care was thorough and would have given the victim the best possible help 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The patrol worked together to provide first aid and shared 

in the required tasks 
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 Station 2: Mount Colden 
 
Fire Building and Burn-Through String: In the wilderness, there is no more important skill than 
the ability to start a fire and maintain it to prepare your food and provide warmth. This station 
tests your ability to start a fire using natural materials and make it burn long enough and high 
enough to burn thru a string above the fire. Homemade fire starters are allowed but no 
commercial/chemical fire starters should be used. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Preparation - Proper materials were available to start the fire 
 Safety - Care should be taken to assure no injuries occur during all activities at this station 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - Everyone participated in collecting materials and 

preparing the fire and they cooperated well 
 Speed - A reasonable fire to support burn the string above was started quickly and the 

string was completely burned through 
 Clean-up ALL debris 
 

 Station 3: Macomb Mountain 

 
Kim’s Game: Keeping your memory sharp is essential when exploring an unknown area or the 
high peaks. Without optimal brain power, how else are you supposed to find your way off of a 
challenging trail, remember which knot to use in an emergency or even recall how to make your 
favorite campfire recipes?  At this station, your patrol members will test their keen powers of 
observation by remembering as many objects as possible. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Preparation - The proper materials were available to complete the required tasks 
 Knowledge - The patrol possessed the knowledge to complete the required tasks 
 Quality - The patrol correctly executed the required task 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The patrol worked as a team to quickly and accurately 

complete the tasks in an enjoyable way 
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 Station 4: Santanoni Peak 
 
Two-Man Saw: Preparation of firewood is an important task in the wilderness. Safely 
demonstrate the handling, use of and correct techniques for cutting firewood. Each Patrol will 
divide into groups of two Scouts who will then work to cut off a 2- to 3-inch wide disk of a log 
using a two-man saw. Each pair of Scouts will have a turn to cut one disk of the log and to 
demonstrate your ability to accurately utilize this cutting tool to prepare wood for camping use. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Preparation - The proper materials were available to complete the task 
 Skills - The proper method was demonstrated for handling the tool 
 Safety - Proper safety was maintained in all aspects of the task 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The patrol worked together to complete the tasks in a safe 

and enjoyable way 
 SAFETY is the #1 Rule - If you act unsafely you will be disqualified and your patrol will be 

penalized 
 

 Station 5: Haystack 
 
Map & Compass / Orienteering: You’ve demonstrated that you can build a fire to cook and stay 
warm, build a shelter from the elements, and handle all your first aid needs – now you need to 
demonstrate that you can find your way back to camp? Patrols must complete the orienteering 
loop and make their way back to “camp” in the allotted time. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Preparation – The patrol was prepared with a compass, paper, pencil and clip board 
 Skills – The patrol demonstrating the necessary map & compass and orienteering skills to 

complete the course 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The whole patrol participated and worked together to 

quickly complete the task 
 Speed - The course was completed quickly 
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 Station 6: Dix Peak 
 
Snow Blind Stretcher Carry (Lashing Skills): Construct a Travois. In order to move gear and 
possibly an injured person you will need to construct a Travois using your lashing skills. Can you 
do it while blinded by the Winter sun reflecting off the High Peaks snow and ice! 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Preparation - Poles and rope are available to lash several poles together to make a long pole 
 Quality of the Lashes - The lashes are tied correctly and they allow the poles to remain 

secure throughout the rescue 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The whole patrol participated and worked together to 

quickly complete the task 
 Safety - The patrol worked quickly but they were careful to prevent anyone in the patrol 

from joining the victim 
 Speed - The task was completed quickly to assist the victim 
 
 

 Station 7: Whiteface 
 
Shelter Building: Having a safe, dry shelter to escape the elements and get rest could be the 
difference between life and death in the wilderness and you need to survive on your own in 
nature. Patrols must use the skills retained from the presentation by the instructors prior to the 
shelter assembly objective. Each patrol will build a shelter using paracord, an emergency 
blanket and wood and other materials gathered from the nearby woods. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Knowledge – The patrol was able to correctly build a shelter based on the presentation and 

materials available 
 Quality – Patrol skill/techniques and the shelter was able to someone withstand the 

elements 
 Resourcefulness - The Scouts were resourceful in determining how to and finding materials 

to complete the task 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The patrol worked together to complete the tasks in a safe 

and enjoyable was 
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 Station 8: Giant Mountain 
 
Ice Rescue (Lashing Skills): During the winter, often ice that seems strong can break and 
someone can find themselves in cold water. Quick response and careful execution of the rescue 
can save the life of the victim and prevent others from falling in and becoming victims 
themselves. At this Station, Patrols will join several poles using a round lash to create an 
extended pole which can be used to safely reach a victim. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Preparation - Poles and rope are available to lash several poles together to make a long pole 
 Quality of the Lashes - The lashes are tied correctly and they allow the poles to remain 

secure throughout the rescue 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The whole patrol participated and worked together to 

quickly complete the task 
 Safety - The patrol worked quickly but they were careful to prevent anyone in the patrol 

from joining the victim 
 Speed - The task was completed quickly to assist the victim 
 

 Station 9: Big Slide 
 
Fishing for Snappers: Each Patrol will divide into groups of two Scouts who will then work using 
their 6 foot-long poles and 6 foot-long rope from their sled, and a weight at attached at the end 
to try to pick up small mouse traps. Each pair of Scouts will include one blindfolded Scout 
holding the pole and the helper Scout giving his partner directions. (Mouse traps, weights and 
blindfolds will be provided by the Troop running the Station). The skills are two-man teamwork 
and Patrol spirit. 
 
Scoring Considerations: 
 Knowledge - The ability to complete the required knots existed within the patrol 
 Quality - The correct knots were tied accurately 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The patrol worked together as a team to complete the 

task in an enjoyable way 
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 Station 10: Algonquin Peak 

Snake Races: The Snow Snake Games were played in the winter, after the men returned from 
the annual hunt. Each village had a team and the villages would play each other. Each Patrol will 
divide into two “villages” of Scouts. The object of the game is to throw your "snake" along the 
“trough” at a really fast speed. Teams will alternate tosses. The distance that your snake travels 
will add to your team score. Whichever side has the longest total distance or the best score, 
wins. The skills are teamwork and Patrol spirit. 

Scoring Considerations: 
 Skill - The snake stays on the course and travels an acceptable distance 
 Teamwork, Scout Spirit and Fun - The patrol worked together as a team to complete the 

task in an enjoyable way 
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 The Final Challenge: Mt Marcy 
 
Patrols will participate in qualifying races as a station during their rotation. Patrols with 
wheeled sleds will be allowed to participate. A patrol may return to re-run their qualifying race 
a second time, if time allows. The six fastest wheeled and non-wheeled sled patrols will 
advance to the finals.  
 
Sled Race Qualifying Station 
 Patrol will run the race course and time will be recorded on their score sheet and the 

Station Mayor’s master score sheet 
 Wheeled and Non-Wheeled sleds will be in separate classes 
 Only one scout behind, all other scouts in the front pulling on ropes 
 Top 6 patrols, based on qualifying race time, for wheeled and non-wheeled sled classes will 

advance to the finals 
 
Sled Race Finals 
 Wheeled and non-wheeled sled classes will compete in separate heats 
 No lifting the sled off the ground 
 Only one scout behind, all other scouts in the front pulling on ropes 
 No more than 4 pullers and 1 musher per sled 
 Only registered patrol members 
 The whole sled and all patrol members have to cross over the line 
 No part of the patrol can be over the starting line at the start 
 No one can be riding in the sled 
 Safety for all the participants is critical - Reckless behavior will cause elimination 
 Judges decision will be final 
 Above all - Have Fun Safely!!! 
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ADK 2018 – Score Sheet 

 
Troop # & Town: _____________________________________ 
Patrol/Sled Team #: ___________________________________ 
Start-At Station: ______________________________________ 
 

Station Score 
Check in  
1: First Aid  
2: Fire Building  
3: Kim’s Game  
4. Two-Man Saw  
5. Orienteering  
6: Snow Blind Stretcher Carry  
7: Shelter Building  
8: Ice Rescue  
9: Fishing for Snappers  
10: Snake Races  
Sled Race Qualifier  

TOTAL SCORE  
 
Patrols must complete check-in and 9 of 10 stations plus check-in for a maximum score of 1,000 
points.  The 9 top stations will be used for teams who complete all 10 plus check-in. Official 
Scores are recorded at Stations by Mayors. Judges’ decisions are final. 
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